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Fig. 1. A person’s emotional profile on a timeline visualized by PEARL derived from his tweets, of which volumes are shown as the blue
background. Various emotional variables are encoded by (a) an emotion band, including (b) its center position on y-axis representing
the valence, its overall brightness indicating the arousal, (c) orientations of white arrows on it showing the dominance, and (d) colors
referring to different types of emotions or moods as seen from the legend. Thus, from the emotion band visual representation, we
can observe that this person has an overall positive, calm, and neutrally dominant emotional outlook, and is primarily in the moods of
anticipation, joy, and trust. In addition, he has had just a few emotional ups and downs (low volatility) except during July. Finally, he is
emotionally resilient since he managed to quickly bounce back from (e) his negative emotional states.
Abstract—Hundreds of millions of people leave digital footprints on social media (e.g., Twitter and Facebook). Such data not only
disclose a person’s demographics and opinions, but also reveal one’s emotional style. Emotional style captures a person’s patterns
of emotions over time, including his overall emotional volatility and resilience. Understanding one’s emotional style can provide great
benefits for both individuals and businesses alike, including the support of self-reflection and delivery of individualized customer care.
We present PEARL, a timeline-based visual analytic tool that allows users to interactively discover and examine a person’s emotional
style derived from this person’s social media text. Compared to other visual text analytic systems, our work offers three unique
contributions. First, it supports multi-dimensional emotion analysis from social media text to automatically detect a person’s expressed
emotions at different time points and summarize those emotions to reveal the person’s emotional style. Second, it effectively visualizes
complex, multi-dimensional emotion analysis results to create a visual emotional profile of an individual, which helps users browse and
interpret one’s emotional style. Third, it supports rich visual interactions that allow users to interactively explore and validate emotion
analysis results. We have evaluated our work extensively through a series of studies. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our tool both in emotion analysis from social media and in support of interactive visualization of the emotion analysis results.
Index Terms—Personal emotion analytics, affective and mood modeling, social media text, Twitter, information visualization.

1 I NTRODUCTION
A person’s emotions, such as anger, joy, and grief, often significantly
impact his or her behavior and performance in the real world [19, 10].
Thus, understanding a person’s emotions and the patterns of these
emotions provides great value for both individuals and businesses
alike. For example, individuals can use such understanding for selfreflection and self-enhancement [21], while businesses can use it to
provide more personalized services, such as recommending suitable
wellness programs based on a person’s emotional patterns [10].
However, capturing and understanding people’s emotions let alone
the patterns of their emotions is not trivial. So far there have been
many efforts in the space, which roughly fall into two broad categories.
One is to use physical sensors or devices to monitor and capture
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one’s emotional states from the collected data and then extract certain
emotional patterns from the detected states [21]. This line of work
however has its limitations due to the hardware requirement, including
the accuracy of the sensors and the burden on users to wear the devices.
More recently, researchers have started applying text analytics to one’s
digital footprints (e.g., online reviews and social media text) to detect
one’s emotions [34, 24, 6]. However, most of existing work focuses on
identifying distinct emotional states at individual time points instead
of capturing one’s emotional style that characterizes and summarizes
the patterns of emotions over time.
Consider the role of a customer representative, Alison, who works
at the social media contact center of an airline and interacts with
many customers on Twitter daily, including those who are angry
and agitated by their flight experience. It would be very helpful for
Alison to know how to best interact with her customers, if she has a
tool that can help her understand each customer’s overall emotional
style inferred from the customer’s public tweets, especially with the
following information:
• What kind of mood is this person normally in? Is it overall
positive or negative? excited or calm? emotionally aggressive
or submissive?
• How often or how easily does he get upset?

• How quickly can he recover from negative emotions?
• What usually triggers the person’s emotional changes?
To help Alison answer the above questions, we are developing
PEARL (Personal Emotion Analysis, Reasoning, and Learning), a
timeline-based visual emotion analysis tool that allows a user to interactively analyze and explore a person’s emotional patterns over time
from one’s social media text (e.g., tweets). In this paper, we describe
three unique aspects of PEARL.
First, we present PEARL’s analytic engine that performs
multi-dimensional emotion analysis on social media text. The
engine automatically derives a person’s basic emotions that are
emotional episodes revealed by the text at individual time points.
It then aggregates and summarizes the derived basic emotions to
infer the corresponding moods that are longer-lasting emotional
feelings over a time period. To characterize one’s emotional style, for
each inferred emotions or moods, PEARL computes the associated
discrete affective categories (e.g., joy or anger), and three continuous
quantitative dimensions (i.e., valence, arousal, and dominance).
Second, we describe the design and development of the visualization component of PEARL, which transforms the complex, multidimensional emotion analysis results into a comprehensible, timelinebased visual emotional profile. As shown in Figure 1, a user can
interact with such a visual summary to easily discover a person’s
emotional style from three perspectives:
• emotional outlook that captures the primary emotions or moods
by their valence, arousal, and dominance values;
• emotional volatility that indicates the frequency and degree of
emotional changes over time;
• emotional resilience that shows the period of time taken to
recover from adversity.
Third, due to the noise in social media text and the imperfections
in emotion analytics, PEARL also supports a rich set of interactions
that help users further examine and validate emotion analysis results
from multiple perspectives. As a result, not only can users discover
one’s emotional style at a high level, but they can also examine the
details of emotional states (Figure 3c) and their triggers (Figure 3i).
Furthermore, users can drill down to the original social media text
(Figure 3d) to browse the evidence used to infer the emotions or
moods, and validate the performance of our analytics.
In summary, compared to existing visual text analytic systems
including those supporting sentiment or emotion analysis [18, 9, 11,
34, 12], our work offers three unique contributions:
1. Multi-dimensional emotion analysis that analyzes noisy social
media text to automatically extract emotional episodes at various
time points and infer longer-lasting moods by aggregating the
individual episodes and summarizing their changes over time;
2. Effective visualization that creates a visual emotional profile
and helps users to digest complex, multi-dimensional emotion
analysis results and discover one’s emotional style;
3. Rich interactions that allow users to interactively examine and
validate emotion analysis results from multiple perspectives to
aid the interpretation of the results and compensate for the imperfections in current analytics.
To evaluate PEARL, we designed and conducted a series of studies.
First, we collected ground truth by asking users to label emotions
expressed by their own tweets over one month period. We used this
data to verify PEARL’s emotion analysis models and design subsequent studies. Next, we conducted two studies including an interview
study for assessing PEARL’s effectiveness in user self-reflection, and
a survey on Mechanical Turk for evaluating the usefulness of our
system in analyzing others’ emotional profiles. The results of our

studies demonstrated the effectiveness of PEARL in support of users’
real-world emotion analysis tasks by producing adequate emotion
analysis results and facilitating visual exploration of the generated
visual emotional profiles.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Our work is related to several areas of research, including emotional
psychology and computational modeling of human emotions.
2.1 Emotional Psychology
Our work on understanding one’s emotions and emotional style builds
on a vast amount of research in Emotional Psychology and Affective
Science. Our work is built on two main emotional models: categorical
and dimensional. Categorical models describe emotions as discrete
categories. Specifically, our work uses the four pairs of primary emotions suggested by Plutchik (i.e., anger–fear, anticipation–surprise,
joy–sadness, and trust–disgust) [29]. On the other hand, dimensional
models characterize emotions by a common set of dimensions. In
particular, we adopt the PAD model developed by Mehrabian et al.
—pleasure (also known as valence), arousal and dominance, which
uses three dimensions to represent human emotions [22].
Emotions can also be described by their temporal properties. For
example, emotional episodes exist for a brief moment which is often
with intense feelings directed to someone or something, i.e., usually
elicited by particular triggers; whereas moods are prolonged feelings
that tend to be less intense than emotions and that often (though not
always) lack a contextual stimulus [13, 15]. Moreover, researchers
have also observed different emotional styles, such as outlook and
resilience [10].
Our current work combines both categorical and dimensional models to characterize emotions. Moreover, we capture the temporal
properties of emotions to distinguish various emotional constructs, including emotional episodes, moods [13, 15], and emotional styles [10].
While we build on existing theories in Emotional Psychology, we
greatly extend such work by creating computational approaches that
automatically infer the emotions from a person’s social media text.
2.2 Sentiment and Emotion Analysis from Text
Our work is related to various efforts in sentiment and emotion analysis from text. For example, Liu provided a comprehensive review
of sentiment analysis [18]. Similar to this line of work, we derive
various emotional feelings from text, including their polarity and
intensity. However, unlike sentiment analysis, which often focuses
on understanding the aggregated feelings expressed by a crowd, we
focus on investigating an individual’s feelings over time, which poses
different challenges as described later.
In addition to sentiment analysis, there are efforts on inferring
emotions from text including social media. For example, Bollen et al.
derived the daily moods exhibited by the public on Twitter [3], and
Munmun et al. extracted 200 moods from social media text [27].
While these works study distinct emotional states voiced by the public,
we focus on modeling an individual’s emotional style over time. More
importantly, PEARL combines emotion analytics and interactive visualization to help users perform multi-dimensional emotion analysis
that none of previous works has addressed.
2.3 Sentiment and Emotion Visualization
Complementing sentiment and emotion analysis efforts in the field
of text analytics, researchers have developed visualizations that allow users to visually explore these text analysis results. For example, Opinion Space is created to display people’s opinions including
sentiment expressed on a particular subject [14]. A set of visual
metaphors is designed to represent sentiment extracted from online
hotel reviews [34]. TwitInfo supports a timeline-based interactive
exploration of events derived from tweets, together with the associated
text sentiment [20]. A spatial-temporal visualization is proposed to
display varied people’s moods across the United States throughout
a day [24]. Along the similar line, WeFeelFine collects people’s
emotions by continuously extracting sentences like “I feel” or “I’m
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Fig. 2. Overview of the PEARL system architecture.

feeling” from blogs and social networking websites and allows users
to browse and search for the extracted information [16].
These works, however, do not address finer-grained emotion modeling of individuals as we do. In particular, we model one’s emotions
from multiple perspectives, covering emotional categories, valence,
arousal, and dominance. More importantly, PEARL reveals one’s
emotional style observed from temporal patterns of emotions, which
few works have touched upon.
Besides visualizing emotions inferred from text, there are efforts
on visually summarizing emotions derived from other channels. For
example, EventEscape encodes valences and mood types derived from
multimedia documents (e.g., images and video stills) [1]. AffectAura visualizes a person’s emotions detected by a set of physical
sensors [21]. Emotion Scents displays and allows users to interact
with a user’s emotional states recorded by a electroencephalography
(EEG) headset [8].
However, the above systems only provide basic visual representations for encoding limited numbers of emotional variables, lacking
a thorough analysis and visualizations of personal emotions from
multiple perspectives. Moreover, differing from them, ours focuses on
extracting an individual’s emotional style from only text and creating
a rich and interactive visual emotional profile that users can explore
and validate.
3 PEARL S YSTEM OVERVIEW
PEARL is designed to help a user analyze a person’s emotional style
from his/her text footprints. PEARL visually summarizes the inferred
emotions and captures their changes over time. Figure 2 provides an
overview of the PEARL system architecture. The system consists of
three main components: text pre-processor, emotion analysis engine,
and visualizer. The input to the system is a collection of text, such
as emails, blog posts, and tweets, authored by an individual. In this
paper, we focus on the use of an individual’s tweets to derive his or
her emotional profile.
Given a Twitter ID, PEARL collects all the tweets of that person.
The text pre-processor then uses a set of standard text processing
routines, including tokenization and stemming, to “clean” each raw
tweet to extract a set of keywords and associated meta-data, such as
tweet time stamp. The output is then sent to the basic emotion analysis
component to derive the basic emotions revealed by individual tweets
at specific time points. These basic emotions are aggregated and
summarized by the mood analysis component to infer the moods over
a time period. The derived moods are characterized by both the
discrete Plutchik emotion model [29] and the continuous VAD dimensions [22]. Given the complex and abstract results produced by the
analysis engine, the visualizer transforms them into a timeline-based
visual emotional profile. Users can then interact with the generated
visualization to perform exploratory analysis.
PEARL is a web-based system. The server side, including its
analysis engine and visualizer, is implemented in Java, while its client
side is built with D3 JavaScript toolkit [4].

4 M ULTI -D IMENSIONAL E MOTION A NALYTICS
To infer an individual’s emotional style from his tweets, PEARL
performs emotion analysis in two main steps: basic emotion analysis
and mood analysis. Basic emotion analysis derives emotional episodes
(i.e., momentary feelings directed toward someone or something)
revealed by a person’s tweets at individual time points. Mood analysis
aggregates those episodes to infer moods (i.e., composite longerlasting emotional states) over different time intervals.
Since each emotional episode or mood is computed from one or
more tweets, PEARL provides these tweets as low-level data evidence
to help users interpret and validate emotion analysis results. Moreover,
PEARL summarizes the content of these tweets to display possible
emotional triggers, allowing users to understand what might have
evoked the emotions or changes of moods [30].
4.1 Multi-Dimensional Emotion Model Definition
Before describing our two-step emotion analysis, we first define the
multi-dimensional emotion model that we use to guide the analysis.
To capture one’s emotional style, we have adopted two well-known
emotion models in psychology. More specifically, we used Plutchik’s
discrete categorical model [29] to classify emotional states into eight
primary emotions (including four pairs: anger–fear, anticipation–
surprise, joy–sadness, and trust–disgust). We also characterize all the
detected emotions or moods by the continuous dimensional model [22,
31] with three measurements (VAD): valence (degree of positiveness),
arousal (degree of excitement), and dominance (degree of aggressiveness). With the above emotion variables, we further model three
basic emotional styles [10]: outlook (overall positiveness), volatility
(sensitivity to context), and resilience (ability to recover).
4.2 Basic Emotion Analysis
In this step, we first use a lexicon-based approach to detect affective
expressions (i.e., emotional words) in each tweet, and then derive
basic emotions from these expressions. Each inferred basic emotion is
characterized by the above two emotion models.
4.2.1 Affective Expression Detection
Although sentence level emotion detection is perhaps more effective [7], we employ a lexicon-based approach to detect affective expressions in tweets for two reasons. First, this approach is more
extensible in handling text input in various forms across different
domains. Second, tweets are special forms of text that often contain
short, broken, and incomplete sentences. To derive a word’s emotional category and VAD scores, we combine two most widely-used
dictionaries for emotion detection: the NRC lexicon [26] based on
Plutchik’s model and the ANEW lexicon [5, 33] based on the VAD
model. However, many of the words in ANEW are not labeled with
emotion categories, and vice versa. To obtain the missing VAD scores
or emotion categories of a word, we use the WordNet database [23]
to find its synonyms and check if the synonyms appear in the other
lexicon. If so, we assign the corresponding labels and average VAD
scores to the word. Otherwise, we remove it from the lexicon. With
the integrated lexicon, PEARL identifies a set of emotional words
in a tweet, each of which is associated with one or more emotional
categories and three VAD scores.
4.2.2 Basic Emotion Estimation
To estimate a basic emotion from a tweet, we first use a vector P :
(c1 , c2 , . . . , c8 )T to capture the emotion categories by the Plutchik’s
model. The quantity ci is computed from Ni/N, where Ni denotes the
number of emotional words in category ci based on the lexicon and N
denotes the total number of emotional words in this tweet. Since ci is
estimated by the amount of evidence (numbers of relevant emotional
words) used by a person, it can be interpreted as the intensity of this
specific emotion. Similarly, we use a vector VAD : (vi , ai , di ) to capture
the dimensional model related to each category ci by averaging the
VAD scores of all the associated emotional words. As a result, a basic
emotion Ebasic (t) of a tweet at a timestamp t is represented by one
8-dimensional vector P and a 8-by-4 matrix VAD: [Pt ,VADt ].

4.3 Mood Analysis
While a basic emotion captures the emotional states at a specific time
stamp, moods represent a person’s longer-lasting emotional feelings.
We are interested in understanding people’s moods, since they often
have larger impact on one’s behavior in the real world [30]. We use
the above detected basic emotions to identify meaningful emotional
segments for deriving moods. To better understand what might have
elicited different types of emotions in a particular mood, we also
extract emotional triggers and provide data evidence based on the
relevant tweets
4.3.1 Clustering-Based Mood Detection
Moods are prolonged emotional feelings with no obvious
stimulus [15], which indicates the coherency of time, emotions,
and expressions. Therefore, based on the basic emotions derived
above and raw tweet content, we identify meaningful segments of
tweets expressing a mood. Each tweet segment should satisfy three
criteria: 1) emotional proximity—they reveal similar emotions, 2)
semantic proximity—they are on a similar topic evoking the emotions,
and 3) temporal proximity—they are posted in a short time period.
Note that if we simply cluster the tweets by only their emotional
proximity, we may end up with segments containing diverse semantic
content and spreading across entire the timeline, which is difficult
to understand. The tweet clustering task is very similar to the
temporal topic segmentation described in [28], therefore we adopt
their constrained co-clustering approach to segment the tweets with
the above three criteria.
To infer a mood from a tweet segment identified above, we first
group all the emotional words into the eight Plutchik emotional categories (where some may be empty), and then merge clusters whose
sizes are below a threshold to their closest ones in the VAD space
to extract major representative emotional categories. Similar to computing Ebasic (t) previously, a mood M over an time interval T can
be characterized by the Plutchik vector P and its corresponding VAD
vectors with the clusters of emotional words: M(T ) : [Pm ,VADm ]T ,
which is also a 8-by-4 matrix. Additionally, each row of the mood
matrix represents an emotion component of the mood Ecomp (i, M(T )) :
[ci , vi , ai , di ]T , where i denotes one of the eight emotional categories.
4.3.2 Emotional Triggers Summarization
To better understand what might have elicited different types of emotions in a particular mood, we also extract emotional triggers and
provide data evidence based on the relevant tweets.
We summarize the tweets content contained within an emotional
segment to approximate the cause or trigger related to a mood, and
provide the data evidence for users to understand the inferred mood.
Currently we compute the tf-idf scores of all words in the tweets,
where we treat each mood segment as a “document” to calculate
the inverse document frequency for words to highlight the words
unique to the mood. We choose the tf-idf model over the more
sophisticated topic modeling (e.g., LDA) for its speed, especially
for supporting real-time emotion analysis where the text content is
updated frequently.
5 I NTERACTIVE V ISUALIZATION OF E MOTIONAL S TYLES
After our analytic engine produces emotion analysis results, the visualization component then transforms the complex, multi-dimensional
results into a comprehensible visual emotional profile that allows users
to easily discover one’s emotional styles. Before presenting the visual
metaphors and interactions supported by PEARL, we first introduce
our design goals and define the data input to our visualization engine.
5.1 Design Goals
Since PEARL is designed to support visual analysis of emotional
profiles from social media, its visualization must serve this purpose
by satisfying the following three main goals.

DG1 Summarizing personal emotions at multiple levels and from
multiple perspectives. As described earlier, a person’s emotion is complex and often characterized by multiple constructs
(e.g., emotional categories vs. VAD space) [30, 22, 29], at
multiple levels (e.g., basic emotions vs. moods). Thus, the
visual interface must portray the derived emotion variables at
multiple levels and summarize their relationships from various
perspectives.
DG2 Revealing emotional patterns over time. Our goal is to understand an individual’s emotional style as it can be used to predict
or influence the person’s longer-term behavior in real life [10].
Therefore, the visualization must capture temporal variations of
emotions over time to unveil the person’s emotional patterns,
such as critical emotional transitions or irregularities, which
would aid users in discovering the emotional styles.
DG3 Providing data evidence for analytical reasoning. Due to the
complexity and imperfections in analytic algorithms, it is desirable to present the key evidence used to infer various emotions,
which would help users to interpret and validate the analysis
results as well as facilitate their analytical reasoning.
5.2 Multi-Dimensional Emotion Data
The data input to PEARL’s visualization engine includes two main
parts: the original text (tweets) used for emotion analysis and the
output produced by the analytic engine. Specifically, the output
contains a series of inferred moods {. . . , M(Ti ), . . . } represented by the
mood matrices [Pm ,VADm ]Ti . Each mood further consists of a set of
emotion components Ecomp ( j, M(Ti )) : [c j , v j , a j , d j ]Ti . Additionally,
each mood is associated with a set of tweets, and each tweet is
associated with a number of detected emotional words. Currently, we
do not visually display basic emotions derived from individual tweets,
since they are too low level and hinder users from discovering higher
level emotional patterns.
5.3 PEARL Interface
As shown in Figure 3, PEARL provides users with the following main
interface components: (a) an overview of one’s emotional profile,
(b) a detail emotion timeline view, (c) a mood word view, and (d) a
raw tweets view. The overview and detail view are coupled through
interactions with a time window (e). Hovering over a visual element
brings up tooltips for a user to drill down into details (h, i) . Moreover,
PEARL offers an action menu (f) and an interactive legend (g) for
additional means to inspect the emotional profile, such as emotional
category filtering and critical point highlighting (j).
5.3.1 Visual Metaphors
Following the design goals, our visualizations not only must depict the
inferred moods and emotions (DG1), but also capture their variations
over time (DG2). We have developed two novel visual representations
to summarize the emotion analysis results: emotion bands encoding
moods and summarizing their changes over time, and emotion bubbles
revealing emotion components associated with a mood (Figure 4).
Emotion Band.
As Figure 4a shows, an emotion band encodes the VAD measurements from the derived moods along the horizontal time axis.
Specifically, a mean VAD vector, [vt , at , dt ], is computed from the
mood matrix M(T ) by averaging its VADm components. The y-axis
represents the valence score vt from 0 to 1, indicating negative to
positive emotions, which determines the vertical center of the band.
The brightness of a band encodes the arousal scale at , where a darker
shade implies a lower arousal level. The dominance dimension dt
is represented by the orientation of a “white arrow” displayed at the
temporal center of a mood (i.e., the middle of time interval T ), where
the arrow pointing downward implies a more submissive emotion.
Moreover, an emotion band consists of many sub-bands, each of
which encodes an emotion category Pm in different hues based on the
color scheme used in Plutchik’s emotional wheel [29]. The intensity
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Fig. 3. The PEARL user interface consists of several interactively coordinated views: (a) emotional profile overview, (b) emotional profile detail
view, (c) mood word view, and (d) raw tweets view. The overview and detail views are coupled with direct manipulations of (e) a time window. A
toolbar on top contains a search box, (f) an action menu, for (j) highlighting important data points, and (g) an interactive legend, for data filtering.
PEARL also provides (i) informative tooltips on many of the visualization elements.

levels of emotional categories, denoted by the components of Pm , are
normalized and mapped to the widths of sub-bands at a specific time
point, where the total width of sub-bands, the width of an emotion
band, is a constant.
To reveal the temporal variations of emotions (DG2), out of Bertin’s
seven visual variables [2], we select those that can be easily interpolated for representing continuous changes (e.g., position, brightness,
and size) along a timeline. We use these continuous visual variables
to encode the most examined emotion elements (e.g., valence, arousal,
and emotion intensity), while using discrete visual variables to encode
the less used emotion elements, such as dominance [31, 30].
Emotion Bubble.
To provide users with detailed information, PEARL uses emotion
bubbles to encode the emotion components of a mood. A consistent
visual language as described above is applied to encode the emotion
variables in emotion bubbles. Specifically, each bubble indicates an
emotion component of the mood, Ecomp ( j, M(Ti )), where the hue
and size of the bubble represent the emotional category itself and its
intensity level c j , respectively. Similarly, the brightness of the bubble
and the arrow orientation represent the arousal a j and dominance d j of
that emotion component. Overall, the bubbles representing all emotion
components of a mood are laid out inside a circular area by a circle
packing algorithm [32]. The circle is placed at the temporal midpoint
of a mood segment.
Splitting Emotion Bands and Bubbles.
Since the above emotion band and emotion bubble represent a mood
often consisting of many emotion components, which are implied
by the sub-bands and individual bubbles, these visualizations can be
further split to represent individual emotion components in a similar
way (Figure 4b). This allows a user to observe temporal variations
of each emotion component at a lower level. Specifically, the vertical
center position of each sub-band is determined by the valence score of
the corresponding emotion v j . Similar to the visual encodings used in
an emotion bubble, the band brightness represents the arousal score a j
and the orientation of the white arrow denotes the dominance value d j .
In summary, the visual metaphors described above allow users to
obtain an overall visual emotional profile and specific details at various
levels (DG1). From the visualization, users can also easily discover
emotional patterns over time (DG2). For example, a user can identify
the primary emotional categories from the dominant band colors and
heights (emotional outlook), and observe emotional changes over time

from the bands’ curvature and size fluctuations (emotional volatility
or resilience). Using the split bands or emotion bubbles, the users can
trace the patterns of a particular type of emotion (e.g., sadness).
5.3.2 Visual Interactions
To help users explore, interpret, and validate the emotion analysis
results, PEARL also supports several types of visual interactions.
Highlighting and Filtering.
Our goal is to understand one’s emotional style including discovering interesting emotional phenomena (DG1). PEARL thus interactively suggests and highlights interesting features in a visual emotional
profile. A user can press the action buttons (“E”, “O”, and “R”
respectively) to observe extreme emotions, emotional outlook, and
resilience (Figure 3f,j). Moreover, a user can use the interactive legend
(Figure 3g) to filter out certain types of detected emotions (Figure 4b).
Details on Demand.
Like any other interaction visualization systems that deal with complex data, PEARL allows users to drill down into the details of emotion
analysis results from multiple perspectives (DG1). For example, a user
can view a mood, drill down on the emotion components of the mood,
as well as unfold each individual emotion component.
Furthermore, most of the detailed information shown on demand
links the visual elements back to the original data, such as relevant
tweets and emotional words. This not only helps users explain how the
emotion analysis results are derived, but also allows human validation
of such results to compensate for the imperfections in analytic algorithms (DG3). For example, hovering over a tweet segment brings up
a tag-cloud summarization of these tweets, indicating potential emotional triggers (Figure 3i). Hovering over a mood on the emotion bands
will bring up emotion bubbles to display the emotion components
(Figure 3h). By clicking on any of the bubbles, the mood word view
(Figure 3c) will pop up to show a scatterplot of all the emotional words
used to infer the mood. Similar to the circumplex model [31], these
words are laid out as small circles in the 2D valence-arousal space,
where the circle radius represents the dominance and the filling colors
indicate the associated emotional category. Meanwhile the raw tweets
view (Figure 3d) can be brought up to show all the original text used
for deriving the emotions, where the emotional words are highlighted.
Coordinated Multi-View Analysis.
Since our emotion analysis results are quite complex, PEARL
allows users to interact with multiple views in a coordinated way to
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Fig. 4. PEARL visualizes personal emotions using the metaphors of bands and bubbles: (a) aggregated view, and (b) split view with the green
“fear” emotion filtered out. When a user hovers over an emotion bubble of the selected mood, such as “joy” in (b), brushing and linking techniques
are applied to (c) the mood word view and (d) the raw tweets view to indicate related visual elements.

6 E VALUATION
To demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of PEARL, we
designed and conducted a series of studies. We first asked users
to perform manual emotion analysis and label their own tweets to
gather ground truth for quantitatively evaluating the performance of
PEARL’s analytical engine. Based on the collected ground truth, we
carried out two user studies on the use of PEARL for self-reflection
and third-party emotion analysis, respectively.
6.1 Ground-Truth Gathering Study
We performed a one-month study to collect ground truth data—a
person’s true emotions occurred in the real world, which could help us
verify the accuracy of PEARL’s emotion analysis engine and design
the subsequent studies.
6.1.1 Participants and Data
Through an email campaign within a large IT company, we recruited
10 participants with Twitter presence (2 females and 8 males, aged
35–54), with varied backgrounds, including Marketing, Sales, and
Software Development. All were relatively active on Twitter, posting
at least one tweet per day on average.
6.1.2 Method
At the beginning of the study, we provided all the participants
with the background knowledge of the two emotional models used
in PEARL [22, 29]. We then asked each participant to attend a
tweet-labeling session on every Friday for four consecutive weeks.
In each labeling session, the participants were given their own
tweets posted during the past week. They were instructed to use our
customized online survey tool to label each tweet with the following
information: valence, arousal, and dominance level, each on a 9-point
scale (-4 for most negative, 0 for neutral, and 4 for most positive), a
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comprehend the data. In particular, dynamic brushing and linking
techniques are used to associate the information presented in multiple
views. For example, hovering over a particular circle (word) in the
mood word view automatically scrolls the tweet view to show the
tweets containing the emotional word. On the other hand, hovering
over a tweet in the tweet view highlights all the emotional words of that
tweet in the mood word view. In the meantime, a pink circle indicating
the posting time of the tweet also shows up in the timeline-based
emotional profile. Similarly, if the mouse is over the emotion bubbles
of a selected mood, the unrelated emotional words in the mood word
view fade and related tweets are highlighted (Figure 4c,d).
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Fig. 5. Cohen’s Kappa test results of agreements between the ground
truth and PEARL’s output.

commonly used affective rating [5], and the emotional category from
the Plutchik’s eight primary emotions. If the participants did not think
a tweet was associated with any emotions, they could choose the label
“None”. We also asked participants to indicate mood segments during
which they had expressed longer-lasting distinct feelings and tag the
segment with the VAD rating and emotional category.
6.1.3 Results and Analyses
From the study, we collected a total of 308 labeled tweets belonging
to 60 mood segments, which were also used to measure the user task
performance in our subsequent studies. Previous work has already
demonstrated the effectiveness of using the ANEW and NRC lexicons
to identify people’s emotions from texts at the word and sentence
levels [33, 26, 25, 7]. We thus further aggregated the labeled tweets
by their mood segments since one of the main focuses of PEARL
is to detect moods that are longer-lasting and mixed with different
emotions. We compared the ground truth data with PEARL’s analysis
results by two aspects: VAD scores and emotional categories.
VAD Score Comparison.
To rid of the noise and inconsistency in human labeling, we first
applied a method used in [21] to discretized the VAD values into
3 levels–negative, neutral and positive—by setting two thresholds
(0.33 and 0.67). By this measure, the Cohen’s Kappa coefficients
of agreements between the ground truth and PEARL’s output were:
valence 0.71, arousal 0.78, and dominance 0.72 (Figure 5). Although
we were aware that our discretization may be too coarse and more
carefully chosen thresholds (e.g., by data distribution) may be needed,
our results are still very encouraging since this level of agreement is
often considered acceptable.

Emotional Category Comparison.
To compare the user-labeled and PEARL-derived moods by their
emotional categories, we performed Cohen’s Kappa tests over the
two, indicating an average coefficient of 0.68. Figure 5 shows the
result for each mood, where the “anger” mood was estimated most
accurately with 0.81. Since our participants did not explicitly label
their emotional intensity in the study, we computed the intensity by
dividing the count of labels obtained for each emotional category by
the total number of labels obtained in one mood segment. Similar to
the analysis of VAD scores above, we discretized the emotional intensity into three levels, producing the average Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
0.73 for all emotional categories, which is also equally promising
(Figure 5).
It is worth noting that PEARL achieved the level of analysis accuracy similar to those achieved by using multi-source and multi-modal
input to estimate fewer emotional variables [21, 17]. This is especially
encouraging since PEARL uses only the tweets to derive richer emotional information. Also, for the purpose of PEARL’s applications, we
do not need the emotion analysis engine to be perfectly accurate, because its visualization allows users to incorporate their own knowledge
into the analytical process to compensate for imperfects in analytic
algorithms (DG3).
6.2 Participatory Interview Study
One of the key applications of PEARL is to support self-reflection of
emotions. The goal of this study was to evaluate how well a user could
use PEARL to analyze emotions and emotional style derived from
one’s own tweets. We also wanted to assess if the overall visualization
design satisfied the goals described earlier (Section 5.1).
6.2.1 Participants and Data
In this study, we selected 6 participants (1 female and 5 males, aged
31–42) from the 10 people who participated in our ground-truth gathering study described above by balancing several factors, such as their
levels of Twitter activity and genders. The participants contributed
their tweets posted in the last two years, where each data set had more
than 600 tweets (the most one had over 4000 tweets).
6.2.2 Method
We invited each participant to an one-hour participatory interview.
At the beginning of the study, we gave participants a tutorial of
PEARL, introducing its key functions and interface. Participants were
then asked to use PEARL to explore the emotion analysis results of
their own tweets falling in several selected time segments (about 8.5
segments per person) in allotted time. We observed their interactions
with PEARL and offered help on using and understanding the system
when necessary. Next we interviewed the participants with a set of
questions about their findings, including their identification of mood
segments and emotional patterns, and collected their feedback about
the system. Their interactions with PEARL were tracked via a screen
capture software and all the conversations were also recorded.
6.2.3 Results and Analyses
Overall, all the participants enjoyed the experience of analyzing their
own emotions using PEARL. The six participants explored a total
of 51 segments and agreed that the emotion analysis results of 42
segments matched with their own assessment. They also thought
that PEARL adequately captured their true emotional style revealed
by their tweets. The participants appreciated PEARL’s visualization
and interaction capabilities, and indicated that the system was useful,
efficient, and intuitive in reconstructing stories, recalling past activities
and events, and refreshing their memories.
Since the analytic engine of PEARL produced rather complex
multi-dimensional emotion analysis outputs, the visual summary of
these results helped our participants to understand their own emotional
style from multiple perspectives (DG1). For example, the curvature of
emotion bands helped the participants to assess their own emotional
volatility in terms of valence: “I would think I am quite stable. This
matches what I am, although I can see some zig-zag here and there,
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Fig. 6. One participant was experiencing an emotional resilience stage
between two extreme emotions (marked with “R” and “E” by PEARL
respectively), which was a recovery from a mountain hiking accident.

and some disgust emotion here. But in general, I would say I have a
pretty smooth [emotion] band. ” (P4).
Participants also indicated that the visualizations were intuitive and
they could easily locate the important emotional changes by looking
at the overall shape and brightness of the bands over different time
periods. For example, several mentioned that following the “little
ants” (the circled white arrows encoding dominance value) and the
general trends of emotion bands could give them a much better idea
on how their moods have changed over time.
Second, one of our main goals is to aid users in understanding
one’s emotional style revealed from the temporal variation of emotions
(DG2). The rich visual encodings of moods as emotion bands and
bubbles helped the participants to easily discover their own emotional
outlook and other emotional patterns. For example, P2 commented:
“looking at the color of green all over, it is trust dominating my emotion over the time. [After hovering over different individual bands], I
would say, anger is the least [part of my emotion], just a little red.”
Also, participants found PEARL can help them assess how emotionally resilient they are. For example, P6 commented: “[After
pushing on the ‘resilience’ button,] I saw a highlighted segment [on
the timeline]. Hmm, this is an interesting example. You see here I
broke my foot during mountain hiking, and was taken down with an
emergency chopper. It [PEARL] captured my mood down here and
went up here quickly. You see the tweets, ‘recovery in progress!’. It
does make sense to show how I recovered from setbacks.” (Figure 6).
Third, due to the complexity and imperfections in emotion analysis, PEARL visualization allowed the participants to interactively
validate the analysis results and compensate for the imperfections
(DG3). Specifically, by coordinating the tweets view and emotional
words view, our participants could easily identify emotional words in
the tweets, which helped them verify the correctness of the inferred
moods. For example, P5 mentioned that the system correctly detected
the “joy” and “anticipation” for her baby’s birthday celebration with
emotional words such as “birthday”, “happy”, and “baby”. Moreover,
the participants liked the tag cloud tooltips that summarized the mood
triggers from the relevant tweets: “Looking at this [tweets tag clouds],
quite a lot of words related to my work here, such as ‘leaders’, ‘socialcustcare’ [Social Customer Care], etc. Useful context information. I
would say my trust emotion is kinda related to my workspace.” (P2).
6.3 Mechanical Turk Study
In addition to supporting self emotion analysis, PEARL’s second main
use scenario is to allow a user to analyze and assess the emotional
style of others. Such function can benefit many lines of businesses
tremendously, ranging from health-care to financial services. We thus
designed and conducted another study to evaluate PEARL’s effectiveness in support of this use case.
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interface.
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Mean SD
5.84 1.13
5.32 1.39
5.81 0.98
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5.68 1.08
5.41 1.27

Table 1. Questionnaire results of the Mechanical Turk study
Fig. 7. Average accuracy of Mechanical Turk survey results.

6.3.1 Participants
We recruited 50 turkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk in our surveybased study. We obtained 44 valid survey results (25 males, 13
females, and 6 with unknown genders) by removing dubious submissions (e.g., completed within 5 minutes).
6.3.2 Method
During the Mechanical Turk study survey, we asked the participants to
analyze the emotions and emotional style of a selected person from the
10 participants in our ground-truth gathering study, whose labeled data
partially matched with what PEARL inferred. The rationale was that
we wanted to make tasks as realistic as possible, including handling
analytic imperfections of a system. Each turker was instructed to use
PEARL to complete a set of emotion analysis tasks. Before starting the
tasks, turkers were required to read an instruction manual and watch a
video tutorial to get familiar with the visualizations and interactions
of PEARL as well as understand the basic psychological concepts
of emotions. They were first asked to answer three testing questions
about the basic features of PEARL before they could continue the real
study. This step helped us filter out the participants who were not
paying attention.
Our survey contained 10 basic non-trivial emotion analysis tasks,
each to be completed by answering a set of multiple choice questions.
These questions were specifically designed to test whether a participant could use PEARL to discover another person’s emotional patterns
and style, including interpreting visual cues and finding evidence to
back up their discoveries. Sample survey questions included: “Which
time period was this person emotionally most submissive?”, “During
which time period did this person have the most number of emotional
changes?”, “What is the primary mood of this person from May 2013
to July 2013?”, and “Which of the evidence listed below is related to
the mood detected from June 2013 to July 2013?”. At the end of the
survey, turkers were also asked to rate different aspects of PEARL on
an 1-7 Likert scale (from least favorable to most favorable).
6.3.3 Results and Analyses
The average survey completion time for the 44 valid results was 21.6
minutes (SD=7.64). On average, the turkers correctly performed
7.14 out of 10 (SD=1.42) analytical tasks, resulting in an overall
accuracy rate 71.4%. Figure 7 shows the correction rates of all
tasks classified in 4 categories. The results were also very good on
interpreting PEARL visual encodings (average accuracy 77.3%) and
locating data evidence (average accuracy 78.4%). In contrast, the tasks
of identifying “emotional patterns” and “emotional style” were harder
for turkers since they performed less well for T4 (68% accruracy) on
assessing the person’s emotional volatility, and T8 (65% accuracy) on
emotional resilience. Our hypothesis was that these concepts are more
abstract and harder for an untrained audience to grasp.
As for their subjective ratings on the system, PEARL received
the average rating of 5.64 out 7 for all questions, which was very
encouraging. Overall, the turkers were satisfied with the system
and thought that PEARL was useful and effective in analyzing one’s
emotional patterns along time (Q1, Q2 and Q3). Also, the turkers

were able to use PEARL to understand the psychological models of
emotions (Q4). The results of Q5 (average rating 5.68 out of 7)
indicated that PEARL was effective for even complicated emotion
analysis tasks. Although appreciated by the participants, PEARL’s
capabilities of displaying the underline data evidence (Q6) were rated
lower than other aspects. One reason might be that the tasks designed
for this study may have not exposed the full value of these functions.
7 D ISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitations of our system revealed from
the user studies and future directions.
7.1 Limitations
Our current system has several limitations, mainly in its analytics and
the data used to derive the emotions.
Lexicon-based Approach.
As described in Section 4, PEARL uses a lexicon-based approach to
identify emotional cues (unigrams) and derive basic emotions. While
such approach is very portable and fast, it ignores many important
linguistic features when inferring emotions, e.g., handling negations
(e.g., “I’m not happy”). In addition, the emotion lexicons that PEARL
uses were developed based on human-labeled emotional words in
a limited context, while different words in different contexts may
express completely different emotions. For example, the word “sick”
in general evokes a negative emotion, while on social media it may
signal completely the opposite as in “Frigging great song. Sick band
too.” Given these limitations of a lexicon-based approach, PEARL
unavoidably limits its emotion analysis accuracy.
Data Source.
PEARL currently uses only a person’s social media text to infer
his/her emotions. It does not take into account any other information,
such as the person’s social network structure. As our users pointed
out, such information may help improve emotion analysis (e.g., the
same emotional feeling tends to spread across one’s social network)
especially when an individual’s linguistic evidence is inadequate to
infer one’s emotions confidently.
Scalability.
Currently, PEARL assumes that it can process a person’s all social
media text at once. This may not be realistic if a person has a very
large set of linguistic footprints (e.g., hundreds of thousands of tweets
or other types of text). To handle such cases, PEARL needs to be
improved to support incremental analysis of text input to handle large,
changing data set with reasonable response time.
Reliability.
Although our study results indicated that PEARL can achieve adequate accuracies compared to the ground truth gathered from selfreflection tasks, emotion or mood is still a fuzzy and often difficult
concept for users to grasp. To better assess the reliability of PEARL
analytic engine, we need to evaluate our work with a significant
larger number of users, including collecting ground truth from a more
general and broader population.
7.2 Future Extensions
There are several interesting directions to extend and improve the
current version of our system.

Improvements in Analysis Engine.
To overcome the limitations of our lexicon-based approach, we
are exploring other approaches to improve the overall performance of
emotion analysis. For example, we are experimenting with n-grams
and the use of a person’s social network to achieve better emotion
analysis results. Moreover, we wish to infer complex emotions in
addition to the eight primary emotions in Plutchik’s model [29].
Emotion Analysis of Groups.
Currently PEARL supports only visual analysis of individuals’ but
not a group’s emotions. For example, one of our study participants
mentioned: “I am wondering if I can group a bunch of influencers
to see the aggregated emotions, because their influence could be
important to determine the emotion status of the overall network”.
However, supporting emotion analysis of a group is non-trivial as
PEARL needs to aggregate the already complex, multi-dimensional
emotion analysis results of individuals in a sensible way and visualize
the aggregated results.
Real-Time Analysis.
A person’s emotions often fluctuate during human-human interactions, such as during contact center calls. The ability to support
real-time emotion monitoring and analysis from text will definitely facilitate such interactions. For example, such ability will help guide an
online chat session between a customer representative and a customer.
PEARL thus must be able to infer a person’s emotions incrementally
based on the person’s text input and visually explains the results.
Such real-time emotion analysis can also be integrated with speech
transcription technologies to support real-time conversation analysis.
8 C ONCLUSION
We have presented an interactive visual analytic tool, called PEARL,
which aids users in multi-dimensional emotion analysis from text.
Specifically, PEARL automatically analyzes a person’s tweets and
infers the person’s emotional episodes at discrete time points, moods
over extended time periods, and temporal patterns of these emotions and moods. It then visually summarizes the complex, multidimensional emotion analysis results to create a timeline-based visual emotional profile of the person. In addition, PEARL allows
users to interact with the created visual emotional profile to further
investigate the person’s emotions from multiple perspectives (e.g.,
observing emotional outlook and volatility, and discovering extreme
emotions). To help users validate the emotion analysis results and
compensate for imperfections in the analytics, PEARL also allows
users to interactively examine linguistic evidence used to derive the
person’s emotions, moods, and triggers that invoke such emotions.
To demonstrate the value of PEARL, we have designed and conducted a series of studies. First, our ground-truth gathering study verified the adequacy of PEARL’s emotion analytics, as the participants’
self-assessed emotions matched well with those derived by PEARL.
We then designed and conducted two user studies, evaluating the
effectiveness of PEARL in support of self-reflection and third-party
emotion analysis through a participatory interview study with 6 users
and an online survey study with 50 workers from Amazon Mechanical
Turk, respectively. The results of both studies were very encouraging
as they showed the effectiveness of PEARL in support of users’
real-world emotion analysis tasks.
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